The Head of School Commendation for Academic Excellence
(Awarded to those students who received no grade below an A- this trimester)
Class of 2017 only
Victoria Alcorn Boatwright
Kendall Westgate Burdick
William Chen
Bochu Ding
Eric Hakan Durudogan

Nurzhan Jandosov
Eva Stasi Killenberg
Chloe Chenxin Li
Daisy Eloise Eileen Mayer
Rosamond Elizabeth Moylan

Svenja Helen Nanfelt
Hao Mark Niu
Neil Pedda
Sophia Arietta Small

Nicole Madeline Temple
Berk Tural
Avis MacGuﬃe Zane
Oasis Zixuan Zhen

Areté Awards
The Arete Award recognizes student work of truly exceptional creative or intellectual merit. This may take the form of a scholarly
work in any academic area, such as an essay, a project, a presentation, a performance, or a work of art; it may be work that
a student has produced for a class, or outside of class, but it must have its genesis here, at St. George’s School.
Victoria Alcorn Boatwright ’17
Victoria engaged in a uniquely ambitious, yearlong study of Linguistics, using university resources to explore the meaning,
history and brain function of language. Her public exhibition of this work marked her pursuit as intellectually exceptional.
Daisy Eloise Eileen Mayer ’17
Anna Elizabeth Rittenhouse ’17
As authors, collaborators and performers in Exodus, an original play debuted in 2017 at St. George’s, Daisy and Anna helped not only to
devise an exceptional theatrical work, but also to navigate a challenging landscape with sensitivity and imaginative artistry.
Bochu Ding ’17
Avis MacGuﬃe Zane ’17
Nurzhan Jandosov ’17
Naya Oni Ramtahal ’18
Eva Stasi Killenberg ’17
Timofey Pozhitkov ’19
As collaborators, co-creators and performers in Exodus, an original play debuted in 2017 at St. George’s, these students helped not only
to devise an exceptional theatrical work, but also to navigate a challenging landscape with sensitivity and imaginative artistry.

The following prizes were awarded during Prize Day — May 29, 2017
Binney Prize – For the highest scholarship in the sixth form:
Rosamond Elizabeth Moylan
Drury Prize – For excellence in art:
William Chen
Camera Prize:
Brooke Davies Naylor
The Class of 1978 Music Prize – Awarded to the student
who through personal eﬀort has inspired the musical life
of the school:
Andrew Mitchell Bailey

Chinese Prize – Awarded to a student who has demonstrated consistently high performance in the study of
Mandarin Chinese and shown a genuine interest in the
Chinese language and culture while at St. George’s:
Hull Stewart Collins
King Medal – For excellence in Latin:
Sophie Clark Coolidge
Edgar Prize in Mathematics:
Soo Min Lee

Choir Prize:
Daisy Eloise Eileen Mayer
Wood Dramatics Prize – For the student whose abilities
and eﬀorts have contributed most to the theater at
St. George’s:
Daisy Eloise Eileen Mayer
Prescott Bible and Theology Prize:
Katherine Elizabeth Ripa
Logan Prize for English:
Avis Macguﬃe Zane
Dartmouth College Alumni History Prize:
Tyler Milton Jones
Architecture Prize:
Sean Vincent Surber
Jacoby Biology Prize:
Caroline Christine Billyard
Evans Spanish Prize:
Svenja Helen Nanfelt

Allen Prize – To a member of the Fourth Form who during the year, in the opinion of the faculty, has maintained
a high standard in all departments of the life of the
school:
Charlotte Hadley Maerov

Physics Prize:
Victoria Alcorn Boatwright

The Antoine “Tony” du Bourg Instrumental Music Prize –
named in memory of the founder and former director of
St. George’s Brass Ensemble and awarded to the student
whose talents, dedication and leadership have contributed most to the instrumental program of the school:
Nurzhan Jandosov

Centennial Prize – Established in the school’s centennial
year. Awarded to VI form students who have made
extraordinary and inspirational contributions to the
school:
Eric Hakan Durudogan
Daisy Eloise Eileen Mayer

The Ramsing Prize – For excellence in Marine and
Environmental Biology:
Bochu Ding
George D. Donnelly Athletic Award – Awarded to a girl
and boy who, in the opinion of the Head of School and
the Athletic Director, possess a passion for athletics and
demonstrate the dedication and sportsmanship to succeed in a variety of athletic endeavors:
William Creed Braﬀ
Rosamond Elizabeth Moylan
Mary Eustis Zane Cup – Awarded to a girl of the Sixth Form
whose steady devotion to the high ideals of good sportsmanship has been an inspiration to her fellow students:
Hayley Anne Doneghey
Thayer Cup – Awarded to a boy of the Sixth Form whose
steady devotion to the high ideals of good sportsmanship
has been an inspiration to his fellow students:
Isaac Delio McCray
Louise Elliot Cup – Awarded to a Sixth form girl for
excellence in athletics and for promoting the spirit of
hard, clean play:
Mia Yin Del Rosso
Samuel Powel Cup – Awarded to a Sixth Form boy for
excellence in athletics and for promoting the spirit of
hard, clean play:
Henry Thomas Savage

Harvard and Radcliﬀ Club of Rhode Island Prize – For
the student of the Fifth Form whom the Headmaster and
the faculty deem most worthy in scholarship, eﬀort and
character:
Matthew R. Toner
The Jeﬀerys Prize – Given in memory of Cham Jeﬀerys to
the Sixth-Former who in the opinion of the faculty has
done the most to enhance the moral and intellectual
climate of the school:
Eva Stasi Killenberg
Phelps Montgomery Frissell Prize – Awarded to the member of the Sixth Form who, in the opinion of the faculty,
has made the best use of his or her talents:
Jonathan Yutong Wang
Headmaster’s Award – Presented to a member of the
Sixth Form in recognition of his or her faithful devotion
to the School and its mission:
Christine Grace Dejoux
St. George’s Medal – Awarded to the member of the Sixth
Form who, in the opinion of the faculty, through eﬀort,
character, athletics and scholarship during the year
has best caught and expressed the ideals and spirit of
St. George’s:
Rosamond Elizabeth Moylan

